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Good News From Admin
Posted by the.guard - 29 Jan 2009 10:41
_____________________________________
After everybody's heart warming support (in response to the announcement of "Cut backs by
Admin") and especially "Me's" relentless passionate posts, I decided to reevaluate the situation
and come up with a better strategy. I realized that instead of limiting my forum involvement to
just a half hour in the morning and half hour at night, I can achieve the same effect by setting a
span of hours during the day that I don't touch the forum. This will allow me to focus on my work
in those hours and hopefully accomplish what I need to. The good news about this is that I
believe I will still be left with enough time to (hopefully) answer everyone and continue
rallying the amazing troops on this forum just as before.

So here's the new plan. From 1:30 PM until 9:30 PM Israel time (which is 6:30 AM - 2:30 PM
N.Y time, and 4:30 AM - 12:30 PM on the FORUM time [each post has a time stamp]) I will bl"n
not be checking or answering on the forum. If there is anything important that needs to be
addressed during this time, please feel free to send an e-mail to eyes.guard@gmail.com.

(If anyone sees that I do post during these "off" hours, please report me to the admin so I can
admonish myself :D)

Another thing I will be cutting back on slightly, is that I will be updating the "90 Day Chart"
approximately every three days or so (instead of what was originally "supposed to be" every day
- but anyway never really was). So if you're on the chart and you don't see an update to your
.
========================================================================
====

Re: Good News From Admin
Posted by me - 29 Jan 2009 12:34
_____________________________________
This is one very dark day for the Y"H and his army of klipot!
========================================================================
====

Re: Good News From Admin
Posted by mdmjerusalem - 29 Jan 2009 16:42
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_____________________________________
thanks Rebbe and lots of Hatzlocho
========================================================================
====
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